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PREFACE
This analysis is concerned with the dela:' or stoppage brought about when
a production system is halted after producing a number of units in a production
series. When the learning process, as evidenced by the learning/cost improve-
ment curve, is stopped whether for 1 month or 18 months, forgetting takes
place, and retrogression back up the learning curve will take place. The
amount or quantity of this retrngression ""•ai,_ depend on a variety" of difterent
parameters.
The ti_ ,.e series fig_are of merit approach is utilized to establish certain
trend curves to explain the losses due to the process of forgetting. The con-
struction of a prediction model is based on the values from the trend curves and
is founded on a multiplicative time series t_lm format.
After selection of suitable parameters for the trend curves, cuts are
taken at suitable intervals and a characteristic curve is plotted. Interrogation
of the characteristic curve is accomplished by entering the curve at a suitable
figmre of merit value. The resulting answer is expressed in terms of "percent
of units lost due to forgetting." The answer is a prediction or forecast of the
losses due to the forgetting process.
Considerable difficult:), was experienced in acquiring suitable data points
which would be useful in the actual model construction.
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lLIST OFTERMSANDDEFINITIONS
1. LEARNING/COST IMPROVEMENT CURVE
A learning/cost improvement curve is a graphical plot on either
cartesian or double logarithmic paper that represents the rate of learnin_
progress by humans or some progressive innovation in the performance ol
some task or group of tasks. In general, these curves will approximate a _.
decreasing exponential shaped curve, if the progress is normal. In the trade,
the term "learning curve" has been used interchangeablv with cost improvement
curve, and will be so used in the Wxt.
2. LOG LINEAR
This term is often used to describe lcarninR_ cost improvement curves
which are plotted on double logarithmic paper• In general, such c_,rves appear
as straight lines. This greatly simplifies determination of the slope and will
make these curves easier to plot.
3. FACTOR
This term can be considered a synon)m for parameter or feature when
used in the text.
4. PARAMETER
A quantity or constant _hose value varies with circumstances of its
application.
5. FORGETTING CURVE
This term is used to express the reverse of a learning curve. As time
I passes with no learning, forgetting takes place. This activity when plotted will
move in the opposite direction from a learning curve, but usually at the same
slope.
6. FIGURE OF MERIT (FOM)
This term can be considered a numerical performance rating which is a
' : measure of the relative performance of a system or design. The term Is usually
dimensionless, or is considered so in Its applications to decision theory.
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LISTOFTERMSANDDEFINITIONS(Concluded)
7. MODE I.
A model is an approx_.mation of reality which is frequently used to fore-
cast or predict perlormance approximations of real world situations. Analytical
n:odcls are sometimes referred to as math models, or as algorithms, whieh
consist of a necessary and sufficient set of terms, values, and formulas needed
to compute or predict an output value based on a known input or set ot input ,_.
values and recognized constraints or limitations.
8. SYSTEM
A system is : planned, integrated assembly or groupin_ such as hardware,
software, and/or human elements which function together to produ :e some
specific or unique desired elfcct or result. A subsystem is subordinate to a
system, but nmst meet the san-e definition criteria.
9. TIME SERIES -- TYPE STATISTIC
This number is a value artificiallycreated by either multiplyinga series
of parameters times each other -- Pt x P2 × P3 x P4 or by adding the values
Pl + P2 4 P3 + P4. If the time element is excluded, the resulting number is
called stationary. The resulting number or statistic is generally referred to as
a figmre of merit (FOM).
I0. RETROGRESSION
This term is a synonym for the forgettingcurve within the context of this
publication.
11. PRODUCTION BREAK/GAP
I These terms have been used to describe the situation when there is a
pause or stoppage in the production series.
12. PRODUCTION SERIES
i A term that is used to indicate a number of production assemblies being
t produced in a serial or consecutive manner.
' viiI
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T"2CtlNICAL MEMORANDUM 78131
A PREDICTIONMODELTOFORECASTHECOSTIMPACT
FROMA BREAKIN THEPRODUCTIONSCHEDULE
I. INTRODUCTION
The production break or gap is the state _)f aftairs created _hen a produc-
tion system is temporarily stopped after producing a specified number of units.
The predecessor units quite frequently represent a series of research and
development articles which are produced prior to the main or prime production
run. To establish a basis tor the analysis I)rOeCSS, it is necessary to make
certain assumptions or ground rules. One of the assumptions is that the tooling
design is assumed to be unchanged, and the "production rate v_is also assumed
constant for purposes of analysis. Actually, it should not make any difference
as to the consideration of the initial group of units, provided the condition_
remain the same after the break (e.g., learning curve slope, tooling design,
etc.). The solution methodology (model) will apply equally well to any other
industry and will depend only on the acquisition of the appropriate data points.
That is, the model is considered a g;eneral solution for the stated problem.
The methodology which is utilized is based on the statistical time series
type analysis. Trend curves of the significant sensitive parameters are used
to compute fig_are of merit (FOM) values which are used in the multiplicative
time series format. Finally, a characteristic curve is plotted for the overall
FOM to represent the entire production process lot the production break.
Figure 1 shows the steps in the development of the model.
An exhaustive search was made of the published h_formation on production
breaks. Although several articles were published on the general subject, few of
the articles revealed information which could be used in the solution of an actual
production break problem.
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OVERALL SYSTEM
REVIEW
I F LIST OF PARAMETERS
Q =r SELECT SENSITIVE WHICH EXPLAIN THEPARAM TERS PRODUCTION BREAK.
Q PLOT TREND CURVES USE RECIPROCALFOR CHOSEN PARAMETERS. METHOD. IF TRENDS
ARE NOT IN SAME
DIRECTION.
1
COMPUTE FIGURE-OF-MERIT I
BY COMBINING VALUES CURVES.FROM INDIVIDUAL TRENfl
........... "II II
PLOT CHARACTERISTIC CURVE
(_..____ BASED ON OVERALL FIGUREOF MERIT VALUES.
Figure 1. Procedure flow diagram for the development
of prediction model.
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A two-paranmter and, finally, a three-lmrameter model were e,.olved to
explain the losses resulting from a l)ro(luetio,_ break or _ap. Tile th, ec i)aram-
etevs which are believed to I)e significant and were used in constructin,a the
model are: (a) lenath()f time for the pro(luction break in months, (b) number
of units in production sequence, an(l (c) slope(d the ]earnin_ (.urve lot the units
l)roduee(l prior to break.
II. DISCUSSIONOFTHECURRENTPUBLICATIONS
ANDRELATEDINFORMATION
The most recent publication on the subiect of production breaks is the
one by O. G. Carlson [11. The mc_lel which is presel_ted here isbase(lon a
II a "prinmpleof le, rnmg, forgetting learning _'''T_'', L,' , ol)erations. This al)proach
considers the learning whieh takes plaee on the prior units, but then aa the
retrogression of the production break takes place the process of forgettina
follows, hi a similar manner, the forgetting curve goes in the reverse direetio_
at a slope either the same as the prior learning portion or at a different slope
value. The forgetting curve begins at the point the production break begins and
proceeds from that point. After the termination ol the break the lea_,,h;g lu'()cess
will resume, and that portion of the model progresses from this point in time
forward. Thus, the name of the model is fulfilled -- LFL. As stated in Refer-
ence 1. "An interruption or forgetting interval expressed in weeks can easily
be converted to equivalent units (lost) in a manner similar to that emplovr.d tot
the learning portion of the LFL ( Learn, Forget, Learn) curve."
One valuable source of data used in the development of the prediction
model was the book by E. B. Cochran [2]. Cochran, through analysis of the
forgetting phenomenon in pvoduetior operations, concludes that the quantity of
forgetting after restart of the process is a function of (a) quantity of units which
were produced, (b) the time interval of the interruption, and (el the number of
the original personnel that have been retained, as well as the status of the tooling
design, methods, and/or support activities.
A source of information which proved to be very useful was the Boeinla
Company report published by J. Gauger [P]. Although no specific model or
equation was given, a trend curve was shown which related the loss of learning
to the time interval of tke production break.
l '_- ! T ]' ...... I ................... 1
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Another report [4] published by the Boeing Company related the produc-
tion gap to a series of parameters which utilized various wei;.'.htini4s for each
aspect of the learning loss. This approach requires the acquisition of actual
data points to apply. The parameters are as follows:
Weights
_L:_L
Production Personnel Learning 45.0
Supervisory Learning 15, 0
Continuity of Production 20, 0
Tooling 8.0
Methods 12.0
Total 100.0
This report also discusses the effect of a chan_e in production rate on
the overall production process. A report by G. Anderlohr [ 5] presents a similar
approach.
A master thesis by A. A. Pichon [6] presents a model which is based
on the regression analysis of data taken durinl4 productio_l breaks in a machine
shop environment. The model did not consider the lenl4th or the time interval
of the production break or the number of production units involved in the process.
These two aspects were considered to be essential in the development of a
representative prediction model for the production break environment.
Iil. PREDICTIONMODELFORMULATION
Rather than a precise analysl_ based on the treatment of a well-founded
group of details, this approach uses a methodology which i.,; a proximate solution
for the production break problem. The time-series multlp'Jcative format [ 7]
is utilized with a FOM system to gauge the various parame':ers. Trend curves
based on three sensitive parameters are used to build a characteristic curve,
which is the principal exhibit for the subject model. The characteristic curve
ia interrogated for each prodaetion break situation at conditions that are
4
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determined by the parameters of the individual production bre,_ks. The method-
ology is similar to teehr, iques illustrated in previous publications [._-11]. The
outputs from the subject model are the learning4 losses that arc cenerated ¢klrinu
the interval of the production break.
A. TrendCurveRelations
The choice ot a l)articular variable to qualify as a parameter for the
model is one that is aoverned, at least partially, by the av'dlability of data.
Initially it was reasoned that a model with a minimum of tx_o parameters would
be necessary to make a prediction of the quantity of learnina loss; i.e., a two-
l)arameter l)rediction model would I)e the result of this analysis. Tren(l curve
data were determine(I to sut)l)ort the following tx_o I)arameter,. numl)er (.,f units
in the production series prior to the break and length ol time lot the, interval
of the i)r()duetion break. Curves were plotted for the txvo parameters as in
I:i_l_res 2 and 3. As is shown, the same variat)le was used in each of the trend
curves for the abscissa (l)ereent of urlts lost due to forgetting) which is that
portion ,)f the learning lost due to the retrogression that takes place during the
interval of the production break. For example, if there w,.,re 12 units involved in
the production sequence and the learning curve slope, 90 percent (Fig. 4), then
the parametric value would be 75 percent, or 9 units lost due to the forgetting
process.
There is also a requirement that trend curves monotonically increase or
decrease in the same direction for utilization in construction of a prediction
mtxlel. It was necessary to transform the data taken from the second parameter
P by merely taking the reciprocal of the values taken from _uts nf the trendB
curve (Fig. 3) to meet this requirement.
In the case of the third chosen parameter, learning curve slope, It was
necessary to generate the data points by taking the example given with 12
predecessor units with a theoretical first unit (TFU) cost of $14.82 and com-
puting the learning curve slopes for 95, 90, 85, 80, 75, and 70 percent. The
learning values illustrated together with the learning curve slope differentials
are shown in Figure 5. Calculations supporting the d_ta shown in Figure 5 are
I illustrated in A. The trend for the third plottedAppendix curve parameter PC
from these data is shown in Figure 6.
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100
I " NO. LEARNING VALUE SLOPE % LOSS
B 2.63288 95% 26.8
C 4.82246 90% 49
O b.65962 85% 67.7
E 8.21137 . 80% 83.4
F 9.52689 75% 96.8
G 10.64372 7(_ 108
i
j A- 14.82
G
1 , I
10 12 100
UNITS
"SEE TREND CURVE FIG. NO. 6
Figure 5. Lcarning curves to show effect of slope
on the quantity of learning.
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B. Figureof Merit Computation
The time series multiplicative iormat is used to form the basis for the
F_ediction model. Cuts are taken at regular intervals along the abscissa of the
_end curves, from 35 to 80 percent. These values are used to compute the
I _ OM for the first model as follows:
t -
I QT1 = PA × PB" " " Pi× Pj (1)
d T e cuts have been collected from the trend curves for the two-parameter model
in Table 1. These tabular values were used to plot a characteristic curve in
Figure 7. Tbis is accomplished by computing the FOM for the particular number
o; ,:woduction units and length of time interval for the production break, and then
cn[_,ring the characteristic curve at the ordinate or FOM value.
The addition of a third parameter to the prediction model format was
accomplished by use of the data developed for th_ learning curve slope, The
relation for the FOM calculation then follows:
QT2 = Pkx PBX PC" " " Pi x Pj . (2)
Cuts were taken again from the P trend curve and were displayed in the FOMC
table, Case II (Table 2). These FOM values were used to plot a characteristic
curw. representing the three parametric values embedded in a single FOM
number. The curw, is shown in Figure 8.
C. PredictionModels
I Based on the foregoing analysis, two prediction models have evolved.
These two models, Case I and Case II, are related by virtue of the fact that the
:_'st t_ o parameters are common. The addition of the learning curve slope
parameter to the Case II model makes it unique. The two models are as follows:
J
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TABLE 1. FIGURE OF MERIT TABLEt CASE I
QTI
CUT'/,PA B PB PA X PB NOTES
SAMPLECALCULATION263 3.6 27.777731
PB = 102X1 ""36 24.0 3.9 25.641 615 B
38 20.5 5.0 20.0 410
PB35=100/3.6=27.777
40 17.5 7.0 14.286 250
41 16.0 7.8 12.821 205
42 15.0 8.5 11.765 176.5
43.5 13.2 9.5 10.526 139
45 1L6 10.5 9.524 llQ,5
50 8.2 1/_.7 6.803 55.8
60 4,3 2,:.0 4.545 19.5
70 2.45 29.5 3.390 8.3
80 1.45 37.0 2.703 3.9
QTI = PAX PB"'" PiX Pj - FOMOR "SEECHARACTERISTICCUF,VE
QT2" PAX PBX PC'" PiX Pj• FOM
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TABLE 2. FIGURE OF MERIT TABLE, CASE II
QT2
CUT% QTI PC QTIX PC
35 731 93.2 68, 129
36 615 93 57,195
38 410 92.7 38,007
40 250 92.4 23,I00
41 205 91.9 18,840
42 176.5 91.7 16,185
43.5 139 9l. 3 12,6Q1
45 110.5 90.9 10,045
50 55.78 89.7 5,004
60 19.5 87.2 1,700
,w
I 70 s.3 s44 7ol
so 3.9 si.2 317
14
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QTI = PAx PB ..... Case I
QT2 = PA × PB x PC ..... Case II ,
where
PA = number of units in production sequence
P = length of production break in months -,-
B
P = slope of ]earning curve inpcrccntC
QTI'QT2 _ FOM .
The computed values of FOM are used to interrol4ate the characteristic
curve at the ordinate or FOM value. The output is then read from the abscissa,
percent of units lost due to forgetting.
D. ApplicationofModelsto SampleProblems
Several illustrative examples for the learning loss of a production break
are given in this section.
Example No. 1_ Case I
!
Given:
P = 20 units, B = 12 monthsA
= 1 100
QT1 = PAX PB PB 102 x -B 12
= (20) (8.3) PB : 8._.._3I
QT1 _ 166.(}
from the characteristic curve of Figure 7, at QT1 = 166,
the learning loss is 42 percent.
16
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Example No. 2 t Case I
Given:
PA = 12 units, B = 18 months
2 1
PB = 10 × -B
QT1 = PAx PB 1 .-
= i00 x --
18
= (12) (5.555)
P = 5. 555
B
QT]u a7
from the characteristic curve of Figure 7, at QT1 = 67,
the learning loss is 49 percent.
Example No. 3 t Cas_ II
Given:
PA = 20 unit, B = 10 months
2 1 1
P = S0r_ P = 10 x- = 10(}y
C B B lo
PB = 10._.._0
QT2 = PAX PBX PC
= (20) x (10) x (80)
QT2 = 16 000
from the characteristic curve of Figure 8, at QT2 = 16 000,
the learning loss is 42.5 or 43 percent.
)
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Example No. 4_ Case H
Given:
PA = 12 units, B = 18 months
1
_- 1 loo×--
PC 90% PB = 102X 18 = 18
PB = 5. 555 w-
QT2 = PAX PBX PC
't
= (12)(5.555)(90)
QT2 _ 6000
from the characteristic curve of Figure 8, at QT2 _ 6000,
the learning loss is 48.5 or 49 percent.
To determine the extent of the retrogression in learning, the following
computations are in order:
TFU or A for a 90% curve _ 14.82
Less cost for the 12th unit _ 10.00
Learning on the 12 units 4.82
Learning value lost = Learning value × % learning lost.
v
= 4.82 x 0.485
2.3377 learning lost,
Learning retained = TFU -- learning lost.
LR = 14.82 -- 2. 3377
I -LR = 12.4823
i
18
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Co, clusion
Therefore theforgettinglossinproblem example no. 4 retrogresses
back tothethirdunitoftheproductionsequence(Fig. 4).
IV. CONCLUSIONSANDRECOMMENDATIONS --
The example for the study of the production break was the Shuttle Solid
Rocket Beoster (SRB) project. The current pro_ram plat. calls for an 1_ - _onths
production break after completing 12 research and development units of the SRB.
Based on the present plan, the overall program for the SRB calls for the various
subsystems to be treated separately. That is, there is a principal contractor
for each prime subsystem element (e. g., structures, thrust vector control,
propulsion, etc. ). It also follows that there will be a separatv learning/cost
improvement curve for each of these separate contracts.
Appendix B, Memo for Record, dated April 11, 1977, defines tile problem
of computing the TFU cost for the SRB project. Also the question is raised as to
whether the costs during a production break are of the recurring or nonrecurring
type for the production gap. The conclusion is reached that all of the costs
attributable to the production break/gap are of the nonrecurring type. That is,
the costs are of a "one time only" category occurr!ng only once ir the life of a
program.
Also, as previously mentioned, the model building process was affected
by the availability of suitable data points. In spite of thi,, a model was eventually
determined which can be used to predict the learning loss during a production
break/gap. The model (Case II) is based on the following prime parameters:
(a) number of units in production sequence, (b) length of production break In
months, and (c) slope of learning curve In percent. Each of these parameters
Is plotted as the ordinate with a common abscissa of the percent of units lost
I due to forgetting. Each of these parameters was plotted as trend curves and was
included In the text. To clarify the application process of the model, sample
problems were Illustrated to show the actual application to varlotll hypothetical
production break situations, li
19
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In spite of the obvious llmitatlors of the models as presented, there are
no apparent reasons why the described methodology could not be used for a
general solution to the production break problem.
the production break problem is a contractor-oriented problem and the
vast source of information remains with the people who actually build the produc-
tion units. The acquisition of suitable data points might Involve information which
is considered proprietary.
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As illust-atedin Figure 5, thelearningvalueshave been calculatedfor
learning curve slope values of 95, 90, 85, 80, 75, and 70 percent. It also
follows that the percent of learning lost during a production break was computed
for each of these values. These percent loss values have been indicated by the
table shown in Figure 5. A sample computation is given as follows:
Given:
TFU or A = 14.82246
X = 12, LOGX= 1.079181
Slope = 85%, b = 0.24008
To Find: Y2
Y2 = Ax-b _
LogY 2 = LogA-b LogX
Log Y2 = I.1709206 - (0.24008)(1.079181)
Log Y2 = 1.1709206 - 0.2590897
, LogY 2 = 0.9118309
Y2 = 8. 162639
Then if A = 14.822460
Less Y2 - 8.162639
Learning Value = 6,659821
(For 12 units, 85% Slope) L "-
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• TO: MEMO FOR RECORD
FROM: L.M. Delionback : _
SUBJECT: Con_putation _f TFU for the Operations or
Production Run for SRB ['rogram
i
-
Introduction: In discussion with the Shuttle Projects Office. it was I
explained that the way the production gap (18 months) was accounted
for was to back up the learning curve to the point whcre 1/2 of the
learning (cost) was reached during the production of the DDT&E !
flight units. This point was approximately the third unit of the DDT&E i
group. This approach will be used for each of the subsystems in
question. Also, the particular learning curve type for each subsystem }
in question, whether Wright or Crawford, will be used for appropriate
projections of cost for the production run. ! :
Based on the assumption that the contract value for Deliverable Hardware
for each subsystem represents the "Cumulative Total Cost" in learning
curve iterations, * the initial unit cost for DDT&E will be computed by
dividing the Cumulative Total Cost by the cumulative total factor for
: the particular number of units and Learning Curve Slope. This will
yield the cost for the initial unit of the DDT&E run. Once this value
has been computed, any value along the learning curve slope (specified
by the contractor} can be determined, With the previous assumption
that unit #3 represents approximately the loss of I/2 of the overall
learning in the production of the DDT&E units, it will represent the
production cost of th,: TFU for the production run. The final unit cost
may be determined in a similar manner by coming down the learni_'.g
curve to the appropriate unit number.
• Source Rod Moak, Shuttle Project Office.
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The question concerning recurring versus non-recurring costs quite
naturally comes up relative to any additional charges to the program.
The additioual costs which are attributed to the 18 month production
gap should be treated as non-rocurrin_ costs. These charges represent
cost values which are "one-of-a-kind" expenditures to the prograln,
and will not be repeated again for the forest.cable rerr,a,nder of the current
program. Therefore, such costs should be handled as addit,onal charges
to the non-r,:curring line itvnls. Whatever th,:progran_ effort requires
to restore the procluc tire capability back to its original posture on the
learning cu_x.e (slope is contractor supr_lied) may be included in this
delta cost. To illustrate this approach a hypothetical example will be
given to show the methodology.
Example:
Assume: 1. Total Deliverable Hardware Cost=$120M
Z. Crawford Learning Cur_e Slope = 90%
3. DDT&E Units = 12
To Find: Penalty costs for 18 mor, ths production gap.
See attached learning curve plot.
_. r_.__
L. M. Delionback, Phl)
I Enclosure
CC:
ELOZIR. D. Stewart
I
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